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**BOB HENDRIE AND ELMER SANBORN FIGHT GAMELY IN I.C.A.A.A. RACES**

**INSTITUTE GOLF TEAM BEATEN BY YALE, 8 TO 0**

Mackeek of Yale covers Woodland with 76 Strokes

The technology golfers fared no better against Yale on the Woodland course Sunday morning. The Yale team, under the guidance of Bob Belfield, easily defeated the Tech team, which was led by Capt. Bob Hendrie and Elmer Sanborn. The score was 8 to 0.

---

**FRESHMAN NINE EVEN SERIES AT TWO GAMES ALL BY TREATING SPOH BALLPLAYERS TO 11-4 TRouncing**

In two hour limited, the 11th and the freshmen, the Tech ballplayers scored 11 runs to 4, and the Tech team was led by Bob Hendrie and Elmer Sanborn.

---

**THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY**

Cambridge, Mass.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology aims to give thorough instruction in Civil, Mechanical, Mining, Electrical, Chemical and Sanitary Engineering; in Chemistry, Mechanical Engineering, Physics, Biology, and Physical Health; in Mechanical, Mining, Electrical, Chemical and Sanitary Engineering; and in the Department of Mechanical Engineering.

---

**TIREX (ALL RUBBER) PORTABLE CORD**

A large proportion of portable and mobile power cord failures. TIREX warranties are longer than cords and keeps the cable in operation. It always remains in better order and never loses its strength.

---

**MISS MADELINE REDD TEACHERS OF DANCING* REFormer Lessons on Class Work**

For information Address

MISS MAELORED

ROYAL HOSPITAL

AUGUSTA, MAINE

---

**NATIONAL BAGGAGE CO.**

257 ABBOTT ST., BOSTON

CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO

---

**THOUSANDS of smokers have proved it—and now give the others the satisfaction.**

No other tobaccos with pure Turkish tobacco is used in MURAD. To enjoy 100% pure Turkish at its VERY BEST—TO REACH the Peak of Cigarette Quali-

---

**THE TECH**

You want your baggage when you want it—**not the day after.**

Do not make the mistake of putting off your

**ARRANGEMENTS FOR BAGGAGE TRANSFER**

UNTIL THE LAST MINUTE. CONSULT THE

Armstrong Transfer Company

Baggage Specialists

949 Union St., Syracuse, N.Y.

727 Main St., Cambridge, Mass.

376 Market St., Boston, Mass.

Tel. Brooklyn 620

Tel. Boston 7849

Tel. University 6209